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www.heinen.biz

member of  · www.akahl.de

We develop, design, install and 

maintain industrial pasteurizing,

proofi ng, cooling and freezing systems 

for the international food industry.

Whether single, low-capacity machines, 

a large-scale series of systems, or 

complex combination lines – our 

products are tailored to your needs. 

We will either design and build a 

customized solution especially for 

you, or you can choose a high-quality 

system from one of our series, adapted 

to your requirements by utilizing 

numerous well-proven options.

our systems.

cooling

freezing

proofi ng

pasteurizing
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acticool.®

The spiral system with climate control for 
active cooling of bakery products, various 
belt widths and tier pitches plus numerous 
options for medium and high capacities.

freezelite.®

The fl uidized bed system for cooling and 
freezing of bulk products with two belt 
widths in three capacity versions plus 
numerous options for small and medium 
capacities.

compact.

The single drum system for cooling and 
freezing of all kind of food products with 
one belt width and four tier pitches for 
small capacities. 

proofl ine.

The spiral system for continuous proofi ng 
of dough products with various belt widths 
and tier pitches plus numerous options for 
medium and high capacities.

blizzard.

The fl uidized bed system for cooling and 
freezing of bulk products with two belt 
widths and various system lengths plus 
numerous options for medium and high 
capacities.

compact duo.

The twin drum system for cooling and 
freezing of all kind of food products with 
one belt width and four tier pitches for 
small and medium capacities.

pasturic.®

The spiral system for pasteurizing of all kind 
of food products with various belt widths 
and tier pitches plus numerous options for 
medium and high capacities.

packfrost.

The multilevel buffer system for cooling 
and freezing of goods packaged in cartons 
or plastic boxes in two system widths 
with various numbers of levels for high 
capacities.

arctic.

The spiral system for cooling and freezing 
of all kind of food products with various 
belt widths and tier pitches plus numerous 
options for medium and high capacities.

our systems.
you decide on the system. we will build the machine.
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